
 

La CARRERA PANAMERICANA 

(1950 through 1954) 
 

ADDENDUM  

 

MORE EVENT INFORMATION for La CARRERA PANAMERICANA III 

Together with the Guidelines used in prior races (and supplementing them) these additions 
will be incorporated for this and future renditions. All models that were eligible for prior 
races with the ‘target’ slow motor will continue to be eligible and by default will continue 
to compete under the overall ‘target’ slow motor/low power class (LP).  
 
But there will be one additional class and a new sub-class for LP: 
 

1. ‘PLUS POWER’ (+P) CLASS – the only change being that any motor is permitted 
regardless of rpm/torque/size/modification - in the spirit of encouraging 
innovation with chassis design and performance while maintaining the same level 
of detail and realism.   

2. ‘LOW POWER TARGET’ (LPT) CLASS – for those models which are pleasantly 
slower this sub-set of the ‘target’ slow motor/low power (LP) class will add some 
excitement by allowing each entry to choose ANY minimum lap time for the 
duration of the event, which, if not exceeded during the event may offer bonus 
points. Bonuses are awarded based on how close an entry comes to its self-
imposed minimum lap time without going under. If any entry is faster than its 
minimum lap time or if their fastest lap (in any lane) is not within 1/10 of its self 
imposed minimum lap time then it receives NO BONUS points. Total laps are not 
lost, added or subtracted but combined with bonus points and the entry with the 
most points wins. Points will be awarded under the following formula: 

 
Total Laps (TL) + [(TL/FLT-BT)/100=BP] = Total Points (TP) 

 
Here is an example: 
 Entry 1: 72 Laps and within .041 of target time = 89.56 Pts. 
 Entry 2: 75 Laps and within .025 of target time = 105 Pts. 
 Entry 3: 83 Laps and within .090 of target time = 92.22 Pts. 
Here is another example: 
 Entry 1: 72 Laps and within .025 of target time = 100.8 Pts. 
 Entry 2: 75 Laps and within .041 of target time = 93.29 Pts. 
 Entry 3: 83 Laps and within .090 of target time = 92.22 Pts. 
 
NOTES: 
*If any entry is faster than their target time then their point total is simply their Lap Total; 
**Notice that it makes no difference what minimum lap time is chosen in these calculations; 
***The software can store each entrants fastest lap time for the event so the calculation 
will be easy enough to do after the event is complete. 
 
TO SUMMARIZE: There will be two main classes LP & +P with LP entries able to opt in to 
participate in the LPT challenge. 

1. LP – ‘Low Power’ Class with target ‘slow’ motor; 
2. +P – ‘Plus Power’ Class with any motor; 
3. LPT – ‘Low Power Target’ Sub class; 


